Chapter 4
Mediating the Berlin Wall: Television in August 1961 In July 1961, the DFF presented the East German television audience with the case of five East Germans arrested for economic espionage against the GDR. The group appeared before the criminal court, accused of gathering information on members of the East German intelligentsia and convincing them by means of blackmail, or even just false promises, to leave the GDR for the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG). The program described the ringleader of the scheme, Heinz Adamo, as a man of some privilege, with his own car and a monthly income of about 1,300 DM. Adamo revealed how West German agents had recruited him while he had been on a student exchange trip in West Berlin. He divulged further that the "East Bureaus" of the West German political parties-from the left-wing Social Democrats and the federation of German trade unions, to the more conservative Christian Democrats and the liberal Free Democratic Party-supported the entire operation, the purpose of which was to unleash chaos among both the intelligentsia and the people so as to undermine the East German economy.
Fact, or is this fiction? From a post-Cold War Western perspective, the story is, at best, a convenient plot for a Cold War crime thriller; at worst, perhaps the "propaganda" of an authoritarian regime. In fact, the above episode was part of a special report on the problem of espionage and "peopletrafficking" of the nightly news program Current Camera broadcast on 27 July 1961, less than three weeks before the construction of the Berlin Wall. Yet it also perpetuated for the audience a narrative familiarized by East German crime thrillers and other aspects of the television schedule since at least 1958.
The Current Camera report demonstrates just how porous the boundaries between "political" and "entertainment" programming were. As Raymond Williams has shown, the significance of the television program lies not in the definition of specific genres or formats but rather in the flow of the entire schedule: programming, which "is an apparently disjointed sequence of items . . . is guided by a remarkably consistent set of cultural relationships, the flow of consumable reports and products."
1 Rather than approaching "news" programming as a discrete entity, we can only understand it within the larger framework of the television schedule. To dismiss the Adamo program described above as far-fetched "propaganda" would be to misunderstand the significance of television broadcasting: we should not be asking whether or how the SED "warped" television to inculcate their ideas in the audience, but rather try to understand the ways in which television as a new and powerful medium was able to visualize the social, political, and economic ideology of the GDR and shape the worldviews of Germans living there. How did television mediate historical events and help to construct the interpretive framework within which East Germans (and others) understood the turbulent political world in which they lived? This is particularly significant because what we understand as the "Cold War" was not just a series of events set off by territorial conflicts with political and diplomatic roots and consequences. Rather it was increasingly comprised of a set of narratives mediated and disseminated in part by television broadcasting. Within these narratives there is an important relationship between fact and fiction.
This chapter examines ways in which television programming-in particular crime thrillers and news reports-normalized East Germans' everyday experiences during the Second Berlin Crisis and provided an interpretive framework within which they could explain the crisis of August 1961 . Between 1958 and 1961 , DFF television grew to become a much more significant part of East Germans' daily lives, in part because of the emergence of a regular, differentiated schedule. It was at this time that the DFF introduced some beloved, long-running shows. Current events, and the diplomatic and political skirmishes of the Second Berlin Crisis in particular, became central, not only to programming defined by its focus on topical events, but to other elements of the schedule as well. In particular, the crime thriller series Blue Light (Blaulicht) was an especially popular component of the DFF schedule that grappled with the fundamental problems central to the Second Berlin Crisis. When, by mid-July 1961, the East German press, and Current Camera in particular, stepped up the campaign against "people-smugglers," "bordercrossers," and flight from the Republic (Menschenhändler, Grenzgänger, and Republikflucht), they mobilized a language that audiences had already familiarized themselves with through the narratives of television crime thrillers since at least 1959.
The Program in East German Daily Life during the Second Berlin Crisis
During the period of the Second Berlin Crisis, television became an important component of the ideological war waged over the German-German airwaves. This was especially the case after the construction of the Berlin Wall, when television became one of the few ways in which most East Germans could "visit" the other side of the border. By 1958, television workers had overcome many of the structural problems they had faced in earlier years. The acquisition of more cameras and direct transmission equipment, as well as the planned construction of regional studios, ensured a stable supply of programming. Construction of a network of major and minor transmitting towers, especially in the southwest corner of the Republic, was nearing completion.
2 A shift in the frequencies used to transmit East German television signals, undertaken in 1957, not only had expanded the viewing area but also put an end to the shadowy images of West German, Polish, and Czechoslovakian shows superimposed on the East German program.
3 As a result, most East Germans and many West Germans who owned television sets could now receive East German television signals and enjoyed improved reception.
Rising viewership was also encouraged by the increasing availability of programming from broadcasters in both East and West.
4 DFF broadcasts grew from an average of seven to nine hours a day between 1959 and 1961.
5 Primetime programming remained the cornerstone of the schedule but was supplemented by daytime programming, including children's shows during the morning and afternoon hours and, after 8 October 1958, a midday program for shift workers that repeated parts of the previous evening's schedule. As a result, increasing numbers of East Germans were purchasing television sets. Television ownership in the GDR climbed as quickly as in West Germany between 1958 and 1961. By 1960, West Germans had licensed over three million sets, while there were a million sets in East German homes, a country with perhaps a third of the West German population.
By 1958, the television program had also begun to take the shape it would have throughout the 1960s. With a deeper schedule, a wider variety of (more popular) programming, and an increasing availability of receivers, television reached into viewers' everyday lives. 6 The rise of television reception, which contributed to the transformation of the rhythms of daily life across the industrialized Western world, represented no less of a transformation in the lives of the East German audience. By no means did television accomplish this on its own-economic expansion, rising disposable income, automobile sales, and the transformation of political life were other important factors transforming everyday life across the West. In the United States, television helped to make postwar suburbanization possible, allowing people to move away from the centers of commerce and community and yet still be "connected" to the world. 7 Just as television allowed Americans to inhabit the circumscribed world of the suburbs (home, the commute, and the workplace), it allowed the world of East Germans to become more circumscribed. The construction of the Berlin Wall limited East Germans to the world of the GDR and, for some, points east. Yet television widened this diminishing world, through programming from exotic places around the world and entertainment that "could seemingly bridge [long] distances . . . (with) reports from a number of cities, domestic and international at a time, the contacts with Rotterdam, to the Antarctic-station. . . ."
8 The juxaposition of the "remote" and "home" on television screens allowed the expansion of the East German mental world beyond its relative physical confinement.
9
The scheduling of the DFF program both reflected such social change and played a role in redefining everyday life in the GDR. Programmers carefully scheduled for their growing audience. For example, the East German workday began and ended relatively early; so too did the television program. The television weekend began on Saturday evening, since most viewers worked six days a week until 1965. 10 The DFF broadcast extravagant variety entertainment shows with live audiences after 8:00 p.m. on Saturdays. It programmed more sedate theatrical productions, either DFF productions or broadcasts directly from Berlin theaters, on Sunday evenings.
11 On Thursdays, television addressed the youth audience. During the week, the greatest concentration of explicitly political programming appeared on Wednesday evenings, often followed by (or sandwiched between) game shows or popular music programs. The latter were well-liked television genres in the GDR that could draw viewers to the more conventionally political shows. The Black Channel (Schwarzer Kanal) also generally appeared on Wednesdays, but in the late evening, after many East Germans had already gone to bed. Its intended audience-Germans living in the West, not in the GDR-determined its place in the schedule. 12 The DFF did not broadcast on Mondays before the late 1950s, using that time instead for practice and training. But, in 1958, a new prime-time schedule of so-called women's programming followed by repeats of old films, such as The Blue Angel, Girls in Uniform, and Battleship Potemkin, began. Between 1958 and 1960 the DFF began to experiment with the schedule to achieve certain goals. For most of the 1950s, a guiding principle of the program had been to avoid scheduling against the rhythms of political life in the GDR. For example, the television-free Monday evening allowed DFF staff some time to prepare for the week's program, but it also meant that television would not distract East Germans from going to Party and union meetings and events. The introduction of Monday evening programming specifically for women, then, reflected and ultimately reinforced a gendered view of East German political life. Media historian Peter Hoff argues that primarily men attended Party events;
13 programming for women in this way could only have reinforced that perception. Television historian Claudia Dittmar argues that the introduction of Monday evening programming was in fact an attempt to attract the West German audience.
14 Likewise, media scholar Thomas Wilke argues that DFF "women's programming" was intended for women viewers in the West as well. Certainly, West Germans often tuned in to watch old feature films, which featured a mode of address familiar to Western audiences, and it fit the mandate to try harder to draw Western audiences to the program. But the programming the DFF made for women reproduced a very different view of the world that almost certainly would have been alienating to many in the Western audience. By the early 1960s much of "women's programming" sought to attract women into the workforce and transform gender relations enough to make that happen. At the same time, the DFF generally avoided regularly scheduled programming and was suspicious of the serial form in particular. Such programming was, of course, the cornerstone of the American television schedule, where broadcasters depended on regularly recurring programming to draw audiences to the set in order to sell advertising. DFF director Heinz Adameck feared that regularly scheduled programming would discourage people from going to party rallies or from engaging in other "important social tasks."
15 For this reason, they broadcast episodes of serial programming irregularly, on different nights of the week or sometimes a month apart (not weekly), for example.
Only a few programs were broadcast so regularly that they became cornerstones of the schedule-and East Germans' evenings-by appearing almost every evening. One such program was the children's bedtime program Our Little Sandman, introduced to the airwaves on 8 October 1958. The Sandman became one of the most popular and well-loved characters on East German television, quickly building a loyal East German audience, and it was one of the few programs that could reliably draw a Western audience as well. 16 The animated Sandman arrived just before 7:00 p.m. Monday through Saturday to offer his goodnight wishes to German children. He whisked children away on exotic adventures, before sending them off to bed with a puff of sand. Along the way he met other fairy tale figures and performed fantastic feats, like traveling to the moon. But he was just as comfortable in-and familiarized chil-dren with-territory closer to home in the GDR: he drove heavy machinery, spent time at camp, played sports with young East German figures, or introduced young viewers to important national landmarks. In one such episode he flew over the Spreeinsel (central East Berlin), to give kids a bird's-eye view of the newly built showcase of East German society and government.
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The other regularly scheduled program, which was also so important in narrating the Berlin Crisis, was the nightly news show Current Camera. The DFF introduced a very simple version of the program in 1952 that consisted of still pictures with voice-over commentary, lasted about ten minutes, and was broadcast only irregularly. By 1958, Current Camera had expanded to about twenty minutes and appeared six nights a week at eight o'clock. Then, in 1960, the DFF moved Current Camera to seven-thirty and introduced a second, late, edition at ten o'clock. 18 The central themes of news coverage in the 1950s were the "German Question" and reportage from the Cold War, but the positions taken on these issues shifted according to the priorities of the state. During the first two years of the Current Camera, for example, reports on (and from) the Federal Republic and especially West Berlin comprised a significant share of each episode. By 1955, West Germany had begun to fade into the background, replaced by reports from the GDR and the "People's Democracies" of Eastern Europe, segments on the broader subject of international peace, and topics from other, more popular program areas such as sports. 19 During the period of the Second Berlin Crisis , the news heavily favored reports of interaction between the four powers, examples of West German militarism, and the revelation of former Nazis in West German leadership positions, alongside the accomplishments of the socialist countries.
20

The Second Berlin Crisis
The First Berlin Crisis of 1947-48 had resulted in the establishment of two separate German states in 1949. Yet this alone did not rule out the possibility of German reunification. Indeed, over the course of the 1950s, diplomats, politicians, and Germans on both sides held out hope for the "one Germany" solution. At the same time, however, the ideological and territorial boundaries of East and West Germany were becoming more clearly drawn. The integration of West Germany into the European Coal and Steel Community in 1950 and continuing debates about West German rearmament led to increased tension between the two states. In 1952, for example, the failure of the "Stalin note"-a plan proposed by the Soviet Union under which East and West Germany would be reunified as a neutral state in the middle of Europe-and Western European plans to integrate the West German state into the European Defense Community further reinforced the division of Germany. The Geneva Conference of 1955 achieved a sense of détente between the Americans and British, on the one hand, and the Soviets, on the other, which was not matched by détente between the German states. 21 After the Geneva Conference, Khrushchev articulated his "Two-State Theory," which asserted that "two states had emerged during the postwar period, each with its own economic and social order" that would be impossible to unify except on the basis of socialism, making the possibility of German reunification even more difficult.
22 Thereafter, the Soviet Union expanded the sovereignty of the GDR, disbanding the Soviet military administration and rescinding orders given by the Allied Control Council during the immediate postwar period. Furthermore, passage of a West German law allowing rearmament in 1955 set the two states more aggressively against one another. Soviet and East German authorities alike feared the possibility of nuclear armament of the West German military.
23 Destalinization and the crackdown in Hungary convinced SED leaders to draw away from the West and bind the state more closely to the Soviet Union.
In 1958, Berlin became a central focus of the Cold War once again. On 27 November 1958, Nikita Khrushchev sent a diplomatic note to the Western occupation powers. Subsequently termed the "Berlin Ultimatum," the note called for the removal of occupation forces from Berlin and the creation of a neutral "free city" in West Berlin. Khrushchev set a deadline of six months, after which, if its demands were not met, the Soviet Union would sign a separate peace with the GDR, recognizing East German sovereignty and allowing state authorities to cut off Allied access to West Berlin. The deadline came and went without a second "Berlin blockade," but the issue of a peace treaty governing the future of Germany led to a prolonged period of diplomatic wrangling that became one of the most important flash points of the Cold War, even surpassing the Cuban Missile Crisis in its short-and long-term impact.
24 Moreover, as time passed the interests of the SED began to diverge from those of the Soviets, and the SED began to pursue its own agenda more aggressively. By 1960 East German leaders had begun to act somewhat autonomously of Soviet policy and imperatives, increasingly pushing the Soviets to agree to some kind of border closure.
25 By the time the crisis had passed, the SED had closed the border between the FRG and the GDR, built the Berlin Wall, and taken control of the Allied transportation corridors between the Federal Republic and West Berlin. Subsequently it was much more difficult for Germans to travel across Berlin, and many on both sides of the Wall had to give up jobs, apartments, and even relationships with people on the other side.
The problem of the border had plagued GDR authorities long before the Berlin Crisis. Walter Ulbricht had warned even before the Fifth Party Congress of 1958, "it is necessary to carry out a great education campaign, that no citizen of the GDR allows himself to be induced to flee to West Germany. We must save all people from being exploited and degraded by West German big capital . . ." 26 The language of this campaign constructed it less as a problem of people fleeing the Republic and instead as a more criminal matter of the seduction and entrapment of otherwise loyal citizens of the GDR. There were numerous, wide-ranging reasons that people left the GDR: some sought better job prospects or salaries in the West, while others used emigration as a tool to improve their standard of living-particularly their housing situation-in the East.
27 Some émigrés concocted flight plans that required "leaving behind" one's family, sometimes only outwardly, sometimes temporarily, or, sometimes, for good.
28 There were organizations founded to facilitate the process of emigration, as well as a number of more covert organizations that indeed operated against the GDR.
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While behind the scenes the government was well aware of the complications involved in emigration, in public discourse the state reduced the complexity of the situation to the language of "enticement" (Abwerbung), "peoplesmuggling" (Menschenhandel), and "head hunters" (Kopfjäger) along with dishonorable "flight from the Republic" (Republikflucht). 30 Another category of "migrant" was the so-called border-crossers (Grenzgänger), who lived on one side of the border, yet traveled frequently to the other side. Border-crossing was legal-most were commuters, who lived in East or West Berlin and traveled to the other side for work-and was encouraged by the currency exchange rate. East Berliners (or Brandenburgers, for that matter) could work in the West, earning some hard currency, and buy goods there, while paying reduced (because they were subsidized by the East German government) rent and utilities in the GDR, for example. A number of border-crossers were youths who traveled West to buy comics and "trash" literature, or to check out the latest American film at the cinema.
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By the summer of 1961, Ulbricht's campaign to warn East Germans of the perils of Western exploitation had not yielded the anticipated results. True, Republikflucht had dropped after 1956, after reaching its second-highest point since the foundation of the Republic. 32 But it began to rise again in 1960, in response to a variety of problems including economic crisis (particularly when it came to the supply of basic foodstuffs such as milk, butter, and meat), discontent with collectivization, increasing centralization of political power (when Ulbricht abolished the office of the president upon the death of Wilhelm Pieck), and the ongoing Berlin Crisis. 33 In early July 1961, Soviet ambassador to the GDR Mikhail Pervukhin estimated that perhaps 250,000 people were crossing back and forth across the border each day. This problem made the border seem particularly porous since "the GDR police carry out selective checking of people crossing the sectoral border into West Berlin, but in practice cannot really arrest citizens illegally leaving the GDR."
34 That month the SED implemented stricter policies dealing with border-crossing, such as registering Grenzgänger, demanding Western currency for rent payments, and restricting the consumption of desirable goods, such as cars, apartments, and television sets to East Germans who actually lived in the GDR. 35 This caused a spike in the number of people who left the GDR, which jumped sixfold by the end of July. 36 Overall, in the first seven months of 1961 Germans left the GDR at a rate of almost one thousand per day.
37 Against this backdrop the East German press had stepped up the campaign against people-smugglers, bordercrossers, and flight from the Republic.
If, during this crisis, Current Camera sought to shift East Germans' focus away from German reunification toward the development of the GDR and the socialist world, as argued above, some of the most popular current affairs shows continued to engage the German-German Cold War. The roundtable discussion program Rendezvous Berlin invited prominent people from the GDR and the FRG, the United Kingdom, the USSR, and even the United States to debate pan-German issues, and was broadcast simultaneously on GDR radio. 38 DFF head Heinz Adameck described the show as "a contribution to the peaceful reunification of Germany." 39 Audience research and viewer correspondence demonstrated that this programming was initially popular with East German audiences. Viewers liked the roundtable discussion format that allowed them to watch prominent politicians and commentators debating issues important to them.
40 Some episodes even responded to viewer calls on the air-that is to say, a secretarial figure took viewer questions off-screen and then delivered them to the panel during the show. After the first show aired, W.K. from Leipzig wrote: "The show Rendezvous Berlin should be continued; it's great!" S.N. from Steinigtwolmsdorf declared: "if the show Rendezvous remains as hitherto, then one really takes pleasure in it." Viewers particularly liked discussions on pan-German issues. One viewer wrote: "Rendezvous Berlin is always interesting, when discussions slug it out between East and West." 41 When it was introduced in 1956, Rendezvous Berlin spoke to the issues that viewers held dear: in particular the future of Berlin and a (temporarily) divided Germany. As the border hardened, so did the ideological campaign against the West and the ideology of the DFF's topical current affairs program-ming. Viewer comments suggest the contours of debates that took place on the show. "I never want to miss the show Rendezvous Berlin," wrote R.S. from Berlin-Pankow. "I only recommend that [the moderator] let the guests speak more. It is more arresting for the viewer if one can correct an incorrect opinion, than when one always cuts the speaker off . . ."
42 This tendency to control discussion became more pronounced over time. As early as July 1956, W.R. from Neupetershain wrote: "Rendezvous Berlin was very good, that is to say when there were still real discussions. But discussions only come about when participants have different opinions. The last two were contrived. . . . It's too bad!" 43 A product of its time, Rendezvous Berlin became increasingly uncompromising, which the viewer from Neupetershain pointed out. As audience numbers declined, the DFF encouraged programmers in 1958 to publicize the topics of discussion in advance in order to attract more viewers. Yet with the construction of the Berlin Wall and the diverging social and political trajectories of the two German states after the Berlin Crisis, Rendezvous Berlin lost its raison d'être. In 1964 the DFF announced plans to overhaul the show, but, in the end, programmers abandoned the program, pulling it from the schedule in the mid-1960s.
During this period, a number of shows were conceived primarily for West German consumption. An example of this was the "magazine" show, Telestudio West, first introduced to the airwaves on 11 September 1957. 44 The series spoke explicitly to West German viewers, a conception that determined its subject matter, narrative style, and even its late-night time slot-the DFF often broadcast it after most East Germans were already in bed. Each episode consisted primarily of filmed excerpts of news reports from the GDR and other socialist bloc countries or even feature films on pan-German themes. 45 Increasingly, the show also rebroadcast excerpts from the West German evening news, re-narrated from the perspective of the GDR. This strategy was used to a much greater extent in The Black Channel, for which political commentator KarlEduard von Schnitzler provided scathing commentary on the pictures televised by West German broadcasters. 46 American authorities derided Black Channel as a "vicious program," but this "Cold War of the airwaves" was by no means a one-way street:
47 Black Channel responded-and replicated the approach of-the West German Red Spectacles (Rote Optik), in which West broadcasters similarly "exposed" East German "propaganda" through re-broadcast of DFF programming narrated from the West German perspective.
Programs such as Telestudio West and The Black Channel were persistently and explicitly presentist and placed heavy emphasis on current events, so the important role of Cold War narratives should come as no surprise. But programs of all genres explicitly dealt with the developments of the Cold War and hoped to reach a pan-German audience while doing so. For example, the DFF conceived Tele-BZ in the tradition of a political Kabarett (a sort of political variety show), mobilized to engage current political events and West German themes in particular. 48 A very different component also played an important role in the state's representation of the Cold War: television drama, and especially crime series such as Blaulicht, explicitly explored pan-German themes. Crime thrillers were immensely popular, and the genre could present social issues and a political agenda in a manner that was less threatening for viewers than more overt, politically loaded shows such as Current Camera or The Black Channel.
Crime Thrillers: Blue Light (Blaulicht)
The television service introduced the series Blue Light to the viewing public on 20 August 1959. 49 It appeared irregularly, every month or two, though usually on a Thursday night at 8:00 pm. 50 In all, the DFF broadcast twenty-nine episodes before taking Blue Light off the air in 1968.
51 It was intensely popular: each installment reached large audiences, often estimated to be 50 percent of the viewing public. The series' writer Günter Prodöhl previously had worked as a journalist covering court trials and used actual criminal cases as fodder for scripts. In the period before the construction of the Berlin Wall, most plots focused on the liminal space between East and West Berlin. Tiring of this setting, Prodöhl put the show on hiatus in early 1961 and prepared to move the action of the show beyond the borders of Berlin.
52 Despite the geographic shift, from Berlin to other cities of the GDR, the border and criminality arising from the German-German Cold War remained integral to the conception of the series.
For some commentators, Blue Light exemplifies the ostensibly derivative nature of East German television, proving that the DFF simply copied West German programming, in this case, the crime thriller The Steel Net (Stahlnetz) . 53 The crime thriller, however, was not an especially innovative form, in the GDR or the FRG. In 1958, for example, The Steel Net went on the air, reproducing the American television show Dragnet for the West German audience. Later that year Blue Light emerged on East German screens. Such programs emerged because they were easy to produce, relatively popular, and made good use of the televisual conditions of live action and intimate settings. 54 What is more important is that both GDR television and state authori-ties continued to privilege mainstream formats over new, experimental forms that sought, by the early 1960s, to undermine the power of established narrative modes. Blue Light established the vital importance of the German border in the very first show, appropriately entitled "Tunnel on the Border." 55 This episode dramatized the case of a jeweler who smuggled his wares, both stolen and legally obtained, out of the GDR to sell on the West German market. When discovered, the culprit attempted to flee the Republic by way of the defunct but not yet obstructed East-West subway tunnel under Berlin's Potsdamer Platz. The cornerstone of the series was the depiction of economic crime-in this episode, the crux was the jeweler's attempt to smuggle goods out of the Republic for sale elsewhere-and it established the interpretative framework within which crime could be understood to undermine the GDR. 56 Crimes against property were attacks on the Republic itself-as well as citizens loyal to itwho ultimately were the victims in every episode. In the episode "Antiquities" (November 1961), for example, the perpetrators are caught smuggling art out of the Republic in order to run up their value on the West German art market. Officer Timm visits the State Art Brokerage, where an East German art expert explains to Timm the "Western" method of inflating the price of artwork to make huge profits. 57 Crimes against persons, including fraud and murder, also played a role in the series, but these crimes were similarly framed in terms of their ramifications for the Republic.
The conception of the series established a clear framework within which viewers could understand the "true crimes" they were about to see. Of the first episode only remnants still exist, including the television script, which includes live television scenes but not other scenes that were committed to film. The script tells us that the director, Hans-Joachim Hildebrandt, appeared at the beginning of the episode with the DFF adviser from the Volkspolizei (People's Police) and the actor Bruno Carstens (who played the officer Wernicke) to introduce viewers to the series. Hildebrandt described the development of Blue Light as an "almost utopian undertaking." In the GDR, "murder announcements, unlike the weather report, don't belong to the repertory of the daily press. We know no gangster nuisance, corruption economy, kidnapping, drug trade, nor even an armed bank robbery, which elsewhere virtually belongs in the urban landscape." 58 In Blue Light, then, all of these problems originated instead on the other side of the border, and the series demonstrated the valuable work of the People's Police (Volkspolizei) in protecting GDR citizens from such pernicious influences. The conception of the show also drew clear con-trasts between the representation of crime and the practices of the criminal police in East and West. Hildebrandt explained the central role of the police adviser, who counseled the DFF on what policing was "really" like: "the People's Police don't get their pistols out of the drawer and cock them demonstratively when they go to arrest a perpetrator. He carries the weapon more likely with him, always ready for action, even if that doesn't suit the director of the crime thriller." 59 Hildebrandt confronted viewers' expectations of policing, which they had learned in a very different social and political context. He argued that Blue Light's representation of policing would be depicted much more realistically than what they were used to (from trivial literature, Western movies, and the like). He could have been speaking directly to the viewer we met on page one of this book. With this, Hildebrandt might have hoped to disarm the threat of the West German crime program Steel Net, which viewers could easily distinguish from Blue Light, due to its greater adherence to the hypermasculinity of the hardboiled crime thriller tradition.
Before 1961, the open border was a primary plot device for the Blue Light. The border was presented as a major source of crime, which most often originated in the Federal Republic and was "exported" to the GDR. The border also offered the opportunity of escape to criminals fleeing from the law on either side of the border. Border-crossers were common figures, portrayed as people who took advantage of either the East German economy or its people as a result of the openness of the GDR. For example, some Berliners lived in the (cheaper) East, but worked in the (better remunerated) West. Some characters traveled East to buy cheaper goods, which they re-sold upon their return to the West. Criminals were sometimes "Returnees" (Rückkehrer)-those who had left the GDR for the West, only to return later. 60 More troubling were the socalled People-smugglers who facilitated illegal emigration, or worse, kidnapped honest citizens into West Berlin. In other words, Blue Light incorporated precisely those issues that most preoccupied GDR authorities during the Second Berlin Crisis and were often reported in topical-political programming; the fictionalization of such narratives permeated public consciousness and played an integral role in making intelligible the government's decision to build the Berlin Wall-and put an end to such problems-in August 1961.
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The series' focus on depictions of cross-border crime was both entertaining and didactic: it allowed for the creation of entertaining thrillers, while also attempting to demonstrate that West Germans, and Western capitalist culture, were ultimately responsible for crime in the GDR. Blue Light used dialogue, visual cues, and plot structure to educate its viewers. Dialogue between East German characters lampooned Westerners who assumed the worst about the East German "police state." Rowdy teenagers, or Halbstarken, were clearly coded through their dress, reading habits, and relationship to authority figures. Visual cues identifying rowdy youth were reinforced and emphasized through the action and dialogue. In "Cigarette Butts" ("Kippentütchen") from January 1960, a young man described to the police the kid they were looking for, making sure to point out that his jeans were real American jeans, not the East German variety: "Real American jeans! . . . Original Texas. Made in the USA."
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The motives and moral fiber of adult characters were likewise encoded in the origin of the cigarettes they smoked: criminal characters smoked West or American; the police proudly smoked East cigarettes. The eponymous cigarette butts signified the anti-fascist past of the honorable police captain, who learned this specific way of rolling tobacco during time he spent incarcerated in a concentration camp during the Nazi period. 63 Finally, Prodöhl wrote early episodes in such a way that viewers often knew the identity of the perpetrator from the beginning: in this way messy plot twists would not divert the audience from the show's central message. Audience research carried out in 1960 showed that this narrative strategy failed to appeal to viewers because it detracted from the episode's level of suspense. In an effort to improve the series, the shows began to hide the identity of the perpetrator, as exemplified by the episode "Antiquities" (1961).
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Blue Light could legitimize the state for its audience, especially through the development of characters representing the state. 65 Each show focused on the police work of a trio of regular male actors, police captain Wernicke and police lieutenants Thomas and Timm. Forensics officer Inge Martens (a woman!) and public prosecutor Siebert also made appearances throughout the series. It is unsurprising that the shows depicted these characters sympathetically but they did so effectively using common narrative devices. In fact, one of the most favored comic devices of the series was to put the police officials in situations in which their official identities were unknown; the disrespectful or familiar attitudes of other characters quickly transformed when they realized they were speaking to none other than the People's Police. 66 In one such scene, a distracted hotel concierge will not let Timm get a word in edgewise and mistakes him first for a doctor, then a British trade delegate. Timm stuns the concierge with his police badge, who thereafter gives his undivided attention.
In a letter to the leader of the Agitation Commission (and member of the SED Politburo) Albert Norden, DFF director Adameck argued that the political value of the series lay in the popularity of the three actors: "In this way the creators of the Blaulicht series have been able to strengthen and reinforce the trust of the people in the Peoples' Police." 67 Audience research also suggested that viewers really did like these characters. A 1960 survey asked respondents whether the show should retain the characters of Wernicke, Thomas, and Timm. One woman claimed that the characters were vital to the series: "(they) simply belong to Blue Light." A construction worker from Hoyerswerda reflected that the characters had become "like good, old friends."
68 In order to achieve this kind of familiarity, the show capitalized in part on stock characters. Lt. Thomas was a tall, good-looking fellow who could charm the ladies.
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Lt. Timm, on the other hand, was a shorter, more comical figure: he often lamented the legwork required for policing but always came up with an odd, ingenious, and often folksy way of solving the case. Wernicke was the tough but fair patriarchal figure, keeping the other two in line.
"Twice Dead" ("Zweimal Gestorben")
Two episodes from the series broadcast before the border closure serve as good examples of the way in which the series represented cross-border issues, crime, and policing, and the more general crisis of the postwar period. The second episode of the series, "Twice Dead," broadcast on 15 October 1959, serves as a good example of the kinds of themes and characters introduced by the series during the period of the Second Berlin Crisis. Familiar characters appear representing the state: Police officers Wernicke, Thomas, and Timm, as well the State Prosecutor Siebert and the forensics officer Inge Martens. A large cast of additional characters, including the brothers Heinz and Peter Kosswig (played by one actor), Peter's girlfriend Edith May, and petty criminals Alfred Natke and Fiebach, also appear; the especially large cast is, in this case, an indication of the convolution of the plot. The episode primarily dramatized murder, insurance fraud, and flight from the Republic, intertwined with subplots about forged documents, smuggling, border-crossing, and American espionage.
The primary plot follows Peter Kosswig and his girlfriend Edith, who conspire to kill Kosswig's invalid brother Heinz, to inherit his property in the GDR and to profit from a West German insurance policy they have taken out in his name. For some time, Peter has been leading a double life, posing as Heinz when living in West Berlin, while his brother is housebound in Rostock. Setting the plan in motion, Peter brings Heinz across the border, sending an urn of fake ashes to Rostock as proof of Heinz's death in order to claim the property; thereafter, Edith poisons Heinz. The conspirators dump the body in the remains of a bombed-out building in West Berlin that is scheduled for demolition the following morning. Edith tips off the West Berlin authorities that someone is "living" in the building, but they arrive too late to "save" Heinz. Edith collects the insurance money, only to be murdered by the third co-conspirator Alfred Natke, who conveniently has denounced Peter to the East German People's Police as the mastermind behind an operation to smuggle Meissen porcelain out of the GDR, a subplot that explores Natke's associations with his underling "Fiebach" and with an elusive (American) figure by the name of Mister Joe, who seems to be running the show.
The plot of this episode was perhaps too complex to be a compelling piece of televisual storytelling, but it aptly demonstrated the centrality of the open border and the importance and impact of cross-border crime in the early Blaulicht series. In the ninth scene, the first in the episode in which the People's Police appear, Prosecutor Siebert holds forth on the problems of the border: The implication is that Western authorities do not take such crimes seriously. The audience later learns that Natke earlier had fled the GDR to avoid arrests for crimes committed there, suggesting that criminals could disappear in West Germany. He was a symbol of Western decadence, wearing flashier clothing than the other characters and meeting Peter for strategy sessions at a gambling hall in West Berlin. Indeed, all three involved in the smuggling scheme profited repeatedly from the open border: they were all guilty of fleeing the republic, but they had no difficulty returning to the GDR at will. Peter had even smuggled his (still-living) brother across the border relatively easily and with impunity.
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Yet the root of their crimes lay deeper than the culprits' own selfish interests. Fiebach testified, for example, that he (and, by implication, the others) had gotten caught up in an American crime syndicate while trying to enter the West. According to Fiebach, Natke had told him of a job involving porcelain smuggling. Fiebach decided to stay in the West:
Wernicke: As a refugee? Fiebach: I wasn't yet recognized. The Mister . . . Mister, yeah, the Ami said I had to prove that I was for the West. Wernicke: What did he demand of you? Fiebach: Not him. He sent me to others. For them I had to go to Treptow every day and leave a letter. . . . Wernicke: And you also had to buy the porcelain for this man?
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The mysterious "Mister" compelled Fiebach and the others into a life of crime in return for recognition as refugees from the East-certainly not the warm welcome East Germans who might have been contemplating fleeing the Republic might have hoped to expect. Repeatedly Blue Light put its characters in situations that were familiar to DFF viewers from coverage of current events and, perhaps, their own life experiences. In this case, Fiebach's plight demonstrated the hidden dangers of allowing oneself to be seduced by the other side. We may find these situations and their resolutions implausible, but they certainly carried a different weight for audiences watching the show during the uncertainty of the Berlin Crisis. In this way Blue Light was able to shape the ways in which its viewers thought about the world they lived in.
"The Butter Witch" ("Butterhexe")
Broadcast on 28 July 1960, the series' eighth episode, "The Butter Witch," dealt with similar cross-border issues, but drew starker comparisons of crime and policing in East and West Berlin. In the episode, Lisa Wendler-the eponymous culprit-poses as a representative of the state social services department. She appears on victims' doorsteps with promises of butter donations or coupons for coal. After gaining their trust she robs them of their pension disbursements. The audience learns she has stolen from hundreds of pensioners (all women) in the districts of West Berlin, always using the same method, yet the West Berlin police have no idea who the "butter witch" is, nor do they seem to care very much to find her. They ignore tips from witnesses, fight to shift jurisdiction over the case to other districts, and, when one victim dies of a stress-related heart attack after her ordeal, decide that the police force is too busy with other things to pursue a case in which the victim-and primary wit-ness-is dead. For the pensioner community, Wendler has become a phantom figure, hardly real. The VP decides to keep an eye on the case and begins mobilizing all means possible to warn pensioners of the scam. It is only when the "butter witch" starts to operate in East Berlin that any serious headway is made on the case. After Wendler swindles a woman at an isolated cemetery in East Berlin, Wernicke, Thomas, and Timm dive headlong into the case, following a trail of paper evidence-old case files sent over from West Berlin, a mass transit pass used by Wendler, and the forged coal coupons, which lead to an old ration card from 1955. They quickly establish a profile of the woman, trail her, and catch her red-handed.
This episode, as was the case for most of the early episodes of Blue Light, was a strong indictment of the conditions created by the war and the open question of the status of Berlin. Just as in "Twice Dead"-a case of fratricide-the dissolution of family ties came into stark relief in this episode. The "Witch," Lisa Wendler, has little control over or, seemingly, love lost for her wayward teenage son. She bribes him to spend the night away from home, so that she can entertain her hoodlum boyfriend. The West Berlin police, acting on a bad tip they leave uncorroborated, arrest the wrong woman; her husband, a respectable businessman, hastily plans to divorce her before news of her arrest is released to the public, thus sparing himself the public shame. Moreover, communal ties and basic civility have been affected. Wendler preyed on the weakest in society, women over the age of seventy-five, and went so far as to seek victims out even while they were visiting loved ones in a cemetery.
Blue Light's answer to these desperate conditions was to model citizen involvement and cooperation. In the Kosswig case, an ordinary citizen from Rostock approached the police with his own suspicions of shady, if not overtly criminal, behavior. The shop employees were able to identify suspicious activity and intervened to prevent crime from occurring. In "The Butter Witch," the People's Police were able to mobilize a substantial number of ordinary East German citizens to prevent crime. By contrast, West Berliners who went to the police with concerns or information about the "butter witch" were ignored, or worse, did so only to collect rewards for the information. Thus Blaulicht encouraged viewers to identify, not necessarily with the representatives of the state such as Wernicke or Timm, but with the cast of supporting characters who represented ordinary East Germans. This strategy of encouraging viewers to empathize with and even relate to those characters and their situations was not only important in terms of building a loyal audience for the series, but it also performed an important ideological function, encouraging viewers to think of themselves as "East German." Viewers could more easily "recognize" and de-fine the smuggling of goods, "people-smuggling," and border-crossing as legitimate, criminal problems. Blue Light dramatized the issues of the Berlin Crisis, made them relevant, and offered East Germans ways of understanding the motivations and the impact of such crime before such damning language became central to the language of Current Camera news coverage. The narrative strategies of so-called entertainment television gave ordinary East Germans a visual and narrative context within which to understand the subsequent political pronouncements of the Party and the State.
Broadcasting the News: Current Camera
In early July 1961, the DFF leadership informed its members of new guidelines governing summer and fall programming. The driving force behind the new guidelines was the unfolding political situation, including the ongoing discussions about the status of Berlin as well as the upcoming elections to be held in September. The Television Council directed Current Camera, "as the most important political show of the DFF," to focus as often as possible in both the prime-time and late editions on topics such as the negative achievements of West Germany, which they identified as massive agricultural debt, high rates of women dying during childbirth, and a rising wave of youth crime. Similarly, the show broadcast the satirical segment "We have Adenauer to thank for that," as well as "the most asinine lie of the week," and stories on human trafficking and border crossers. In particular, the news was instructed to demonstrate the role of West German militarism in stirring up "war hysteria." The Television Committee mandated that contrasting reports should show the efforts of the East German working classes toward the success of the nation and the preservation of peace. Current Camera was to propagate the peace plans of the Soviet and East German authorities and prove that "all peace-loving men will win through the implementation of our suggestions."
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Between the end of June and the beginning of August the tone of Current Camera shifted, reflecting the impact of the 6 July directives. On 28 and 29 June, for example, coverage focused on international peace talks (including separate statements on the issue of West Berlin from British prime minister Macmillan and American president John F. Kennedy), international worker unrest (in France and England), and domestic issues such as the wheat harvest and meetings between Walter Ulbricht and GDR workers. Current Camera also reported the ongoing detention of GDR citizens in the Federal Republic and denied "rumors" of a crisis of supply in the GDR, refuting an article in the sensational West German daily Bild Zeitung entitled "The Zone Starves," with pictures of East German markets stocked with cauliflower, tomatoes, and at least thirty kinds of cake.
74 By 2 August the tone had become much more strident: Current Camera refocused on West German authorities' revanchism and ties to Nazism contrasted with the strength of the socialist world, while "human-trafficking" and border-crossing crimes took center stage. Current Camera reported extensively, for example, on the five-day trial of Heinz Adamo and his accomplices for human trafficking, introduced at the beginning of this chapter, which began on 2 August 1961. The case made wide-ranging accusations. A witness for the prosecution indicted a number of Western agencies in the scheme to smuggle people westward, including the American and British intelligence services, the West Berlin "political police," the East Bureau of the SPD, the Ministry of All-German Affairs, and RIAS (Radio in the American Sector). The news included commentary from a man identified as a West Berlin-based exporter and former investigator of the Marienfelde refugee camp in southwest Berlin, who elaborated on the process of people smuggling. He linked it to the West German Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution and the West German Federal Intelligence Service (Bundesnachrichtendienst) and confirmed that smugglers targeted the intelligentsia in particular. Reports such as these fulfilled the Television Council's new guidelines to the letter. In the months leading up to the building of the Wall, the television service was already in the process of easing the way to explain to East Germans the concrete and mortar division of the two German states. The kinds of issues raised in both "entertainment" programming and the nightly news provided a number of avenues that could be exploited by the SED as the Berlin Crisis reached a high point on 13 August.
"It was an entirely normal day . . ."
On 13 August 1961, Germans in East and West awoke to the news that the GDR authorities had closed most of the Berlin border to through-traffic. Overnight East German soldiers had erected temporary barriers of barbed wire, which were soon to be replaced with less-permeable concrete pylons and, later, a full-fledged wall. That evening Current Camera went on the air as usual at 7:30 for approximately twenty-four minutes. The news began with a recitation of the Council of Ministers decision (as it had been printed in the national political daily newspaper Neues Deutschland) that had led to the day's actions. The report did not criticize the border blockade, reporting the events instead as something that had been looming on the horizon since the foundation of the Republic. 75 At the top of the broadcast, the show transmitted images filmed at the border as well as man-on-the-street interviews eliciting opinions on the day's events from passersby. Thereafter, the announcer reported a variety of other news items focusing on the socialist world, from the meeting between a Romanian delegation and Brezhnev in the Soviet Union, at which statesmen called for the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany, to the visit of Ghanaian independence leader Kwame Nkrumah in Romania, to folk-dancing at a youth meeting in Arnstadt.
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The regularly scheduled Current Camera and the following special edition, as well as a third, late edition that evening, emphasized the state of normality at the border. This message was expressed clearly and repeatedly by DFF announcers and through the use of filmed images taken at various border crossings. At the top of the regular edition, for example, the announcer set the framework within which the audience should interpret the images: "at all of the control points identified in the decisions, traffic proceeded today as on all days, as you can see in [these] pictures." The film included images of checkpoints, including the Brandenburg Gate, Sonnenallee, and Friedrichstrasse that suggested relative quiet on the streets of Berlin. Mixed in were other images that complicated the primary message, including pictures depicting traffic on inland waterways, the naval fleet, a zoo, and a sporting event in Oberschöne-weide. The primary images situated viewers on the front line of the Cold War at the border in East Berlin. Images of the naval fleet were representations of power that suggested state authority and strength. Yet, other images depicted sites of everyday life that were likely less sensitive for the average viewer, focusing on leisure pursuits and the rhythms of daily life. Current Camera coverage reinforced the impression of normality and stability by reminding viewers that other things were going on in the world.
DFF reportage emphasizing normality and stability also implied the legitimacy of the action, a notion expressed explicitly in the late edition. Clips broadcast in the late evening took three approaches to the problem of the border: they examined the responses of authorities from the Federal Republic, the American state department, and ordinary Berliners. Current Camera anchor Klaus Feldmann informed viewers of a conference convened "in feverish hurry" between West German Chancellor Adenauer, Secretary of State Hans Globke, and the Minister of All-German Affairs, Ernst Lemmer. According to Feldmann, they had made the decision to foment unrest in West Berlin. Coverage suggested the impression of impotent West German authorities, futilely trying to exert pressure on the GDR. The characterization of West German intent to encourage protests in the streets together with the evidence of existing relative calm suggested, of course, that any disturbances of which viewers might hear were protests undertaken not by GDR citizens but by agents of the West in the GDR. 77 The representation of West German rage and powerlessness contrasted sharply with Current Camera reportage of the reaction of other Western leaders. American Secretary of State Dean Rusk lodged a formal complaint on behalf of the Western powers. Yet neither John F. Kennedy nor Charles de Gaulle had responded to the "crisis" or even broken off their weekend vacation plans. Unlike authorities from the Federal Republic, other Western leaders appeared relaxed and unconcerned. Finally, Feldmann reported East Berliners' responses as uniformly supportive of the regime and Current Camera reportage. A top story of the special edition, for example, suggested this meant "no more domestic servants from East Berlin," implying that rich West Berliners were exploiting the labor of East Berliners. Later in the broadcast a "man in the street" interviewee reinforced this message, asserting that the measures of 13 August would mean that the class enemy (West German managers) would no longer benefit from the labor of the GDR.
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The only remaining remnants of the Current Camera reportage are some film fragments and transcripts of the broadcasts collected by the West German authorities as part of their ongoing project of recording East German broadcasts for their own use. 79 No documents are known to remain that can illuminate the conditions of production for these installments of Current Camera. We cannot verify the announcer's claim that filmed excerpts of border crossings were taken earlier that day, or whether they were instead clips from earlier that year, for example. 80 In the same vein, we cannot determine the truth behind the street interviews with passersby. Were they individuals reciting a predetermined text, or genuinely concerned citizens? Footage could suggest an answer, but not conclusively. Indeed, as Patrick Major has pointed out, even the SED leadership was aware that its citizens were meeting the border closure with legitimate questions, outrage, and a few impulsive attempts to flee before it was impossible. 81 Regardless, the point here is that these were the representational strategies of the television service at a moment of political crisis. Through its reportage the DFF tried to dispel the notion of a crisis, casting the border closure as a defensive measure that would strengthen the GDR state and its citizenry and weaken the power of the Federal Republic and West Berlin. Television's narrative may actually have been quite effective, in part because it tapped into existing resentments, mediated or otherwise. SED reports found that efforts to register border-crossers in the midst of the crisis were met with resistance from some "native" East Germans. Once registered, border-crossers could find a work placement in the GDR. During one incident, workers hectored their new workmates, calling them "traitors to the workers" and asserting, "you should crawl on your knees and beg us to take you on again." 82 Some East Germans even suggested that border-crossers should be deported or, in what must have been a horrifying prospect for the government, identified by means of a G (denoting Grenzgänger) attached to their clothing. 83 Indeed, one of the most striking aspects of these first news reports on 13 August is not just that the subject matter and language are so similar between news coverage and the crime thrillers as seen in episodes of Blue Light since 1959, but rather the similarities between the language of television programming and the rhetoric of East Germans as seen in the example above. Other examples abound. E.W. from Haida wrote to the weekly broadcasting magazine Radio and Television demanding "the severest punishment" for "Agent Adamo" and the "headhunters" who "have been working as poachers for years on behalf of West German groups as well as American and West German spy agencies . . ." and whose goal was clearly to "damage and destroy our worker and peasant state."
84 Similar language emerged in street interviews conducted with passersby. One woman asserted: as a mother one lives lately in constant worry about one's children. When one hears about human-traffickers and kidnappers, even the last example from Lichtenberg that was published in the press yesterday that, thank God, was unsuccessful, one also heard, [about] the children from Cottbus and the little girl from the Neustrelitz district, that the parents live in constant worry about their children and they are still so uncertain. And I find it so terribly mean and disgusting that one tries to kidnap children in order to induce the parents to flee the Republic. Yeah, and that's why I welcome the measures of our government, which will finally bring forth normal circumstances in Berlin. . . .
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The rhetoric of criminality and smuggling was reinforced in interview clips with a soldier and Walter Ulbricht himself in the special edition of Current Camera:
Ulbricht: Can we just let that happen, that people here loot and steal, like the West Berliner smugglers, etc.? The people work, and the others, they occupy themselves with speculation from West Berlin. That must come to an end. Soldier:. . . the entire public . . . is also really ready, to accept such measures like bad traffic [caused by the border closure-HG] . . . but the basic principle is that finally this smuggling will come to an end.
East German reportage of the 13 August "crisis" played down the significance of the building of the Berlin Wall. Current Camera tapped into a vocabulary established long before in entertainment programming. The Wall was built not to stem the tide of emigration, but rather to protect East Germans from the manipulations of criminals, human traffickers, and the war-hungry West Germans.
Conclusion
The language of border-crossing, people-smuggling, and other cross-border capers did not appear out of thin air on 13 August; it gradually emerged in news reportage throughout the Berlin Crisis. The stories reported in July and August 1961 were more strident than earlier reports and comprised the framework within which the DFF explained the measures of 13 August. The narrative of these stories bore unmistakable continuities with the narrative strategies of a series of East German television crime thrillers produced after 1958. In particular the focus on the investigation, prosecution and conviction of so-called people-smugglers, on the border-crossing phenomenon, flight from the Republic, and other kinds of cross-border crime, all of which had been the major theme of the earlier crime thrillers, placed the crisis within a context already familiar to East German television audiences, ultimately reinforcing the state's justification of the Berlin Wall. What this and the next chapter make clear is that the real significance of television rested not in repression but rather in its function as creator and disseminator of narratives that familiarized and normalized East German events such as the construction of the Berlin Wall.
